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This months program and speaker:
Mr. Gus Faris
Vice President, Engineering of Nailor Industries, Inc.
Gus Faris has over 40 years of experience in the air conditioning and air distribution business. He is Vice
President, Engineering of Nailor Industries, Inc. with direct responsibility for product design and development, quality assurance, field service and IT. Mr. Faris is chair of AHRI Air Control and Distribution
Devices section and vice chair of AHRI Heat Transfer Products committees and serves on subcommittees
880 and 885 as well as AHRI Room Fan Coil subcommittee. He is also past Secretary of ASHRAE SPC 130
and also TC 5.3 (Air Distribution), past Chairman of ASHRAE TC 5.3 (Air Distribution) and RP 1292, member of TC 5.3and voting member of TC 2.9 (UV lights) and TC 7.7 (Test and Balance).
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Since about 1978, there have been parallel and series fan powered VAV terminal units in wide use. The
parallel unit was first produced in 1974 and the series unit followed in about 1977. Almost from the
beginning, there was a dispute about which one was associated with the greatest building energy use.
Today, there are also discussions about how to apply other technologies like dedicated outdoor air devices, low temperature primary air and modulated terminal unit fan air volume control. To answer
these questions, AHRI and ASHRAE teamed up to fund a research project, ASHRAE RP-1292. The research was done at Energy Systems Laboratory, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843.
During the first phase of this project the performance of the series and parallel fan powered terminal
units were tested at the Energy Systems Laboratory. From the data that were collected, mathematical
models were developed that characterized the performance of the terminal units over their full operating range. The objective of the second phase was to develop system models of single duct, multizoned VAV systems based on series and parallel fan terminal units and to use the model to compare the
performance of the systems. It was a project requirement that the system model be verified using controlled laboratory experiments before the model was used to compare the systems based on the two
terminal unit types.
A test matrix was developed that provided for testing all 12 terminal units tested during Phase 1 as part
of a system. A total of 144 tests were conducted and the data were used to verify the system models
for the series and the parallel systems. After the laboratory verification of the model was complete, a
five zone model was developed that supported both the series and parallel fan powered terminal units.
This presentation will discuss the models developed and what they found. A second research project
was undertaken at Texas A&M to review the performance of PSC vs. ECM motors used in the two types
of terminal units. This research was supported by Texas A&M, Regal-Beloit Motor Co., A.O. Smith Motor
Co., Nailor Industries, Metal Industries and Kruger Manufacturing Co. Since the completion of the first
project, there have been a total of 11 papers presented at ASHRAE to cover the results and how our
industry is affected. Mr. Faris was chair of both research projects.

